
Prone Versus Supine Thallium-201 Myocardial
SPECT

TO THE EDITOR: I read with much interest the paper by
Segall and Davis (1). Although the authors obviously could
not refer to our recent paper on the same subject (2) when
their paper was accepted, even at that time it was possible to
mention at least two abstracts comparing prone to supine
myocardial single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT): one by Esquerre et al. (3) and one by Segall and
Davis (4), both presentedat the SNM San Francisco meeting
in June 1988.

This being said, based on our experience now including
over 1,500 prone myocardial studies, we are convinced as are
Segall and Davis that myocardial SPECT should be system
atically performed using the prone position. I think that both
papers are very convincing about that. I would simply make
a few comments and ask a question.

From our experience, we have noticed as Eisner et al. (5)
that, in supine position, diaphragmatic attenuation, though
possible in both sexes, is much less frequent in females. On
the contrary, anterior wall attenuation is slightly greater be
cause female breast attenuation is generally more important
than male pectoral muscle so we also now use bull's-eye
analysis and have generated mean bull's-eyes for normal males
and females: very subtle differences remain but prone SPECT
significantly minimizes gender differences by minimizing both
diaphragmatic attenuation in men (and women if necessary)
and breast attenuation in women because prone position, as
said by authors, allows an optimal positioning of breast. We
also think that upwardcreep is less frequentor less important
in prone position may be because of a lesser heart freedom of
motion due to lesser antero-posterior respiratory motion.

The authorssay that subjectiveevaluation ofimage quality
showed a slight advantage to supine imaging. This was also
our opinion when we firstused this technique using a conven
tional SPECT imaging table. This is due to the fact that, in
prone position, most of the projections are acquired through
the imaging table which introduces attenuation and scattered
radiations especially for the low-energy X radiations of thal
lium-201. This problem may be particularly important in
redistribution studies. We have solved it by designing a special
imaging table (2) which suppresses almost completely atten
uation over the 180' rotation and allows a contour mode
rotation very close to the patient chest which lies on a taut
cloth window. This (patented) table allows optimal imaging
quality.

The authors find a small decrease in anterior and lateral
wall activity in prone images obtained 4 hr after exercise. We
do not; on the contrary,our normal redistributionpolar map
is slightly more homogeneous than the stress one. We assume
that the authors observations might be due to the problems
caused by the imaging table attenuation and scattered radia
tions which are more critical in redistribution studies because
of less favorablecounts statistics.

Finally, the authors construct their polar map from 16
contiguous short axis slices without correction for differences
in cardiac size:

1. How do they perform the polar representation of apex
which look very well done on their bull's-eyes?

2. What is their opinion about the method designed by

Michael Goris which seems to be an elegant way to solve the
problem of apex polar imaging (despite the risk of overesti
mating its activity) and which automatically corrects to a large
extent the problem of different cardiac size among patients?
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REPLY: We thank Dr. Esquerre et al. for mentioning the two
reports comparing prone to supine myocardial single photon
emission computed tomography imaging which were omitted
from the reference list in our paper. We would also like to
note a third omission, an early case report by Segall et al. (1)

The cloth window is an imaginative approachto minimiz
ing attenuation and scatter of myocardial photons by the
imaging table when patients are studied prone. However,
image quality is only slightly worse in @@â€˜l3%ofpatients when
imaged prone as compared to supine on a conventional table.
This difference, as well as the small decrease in anterior and
lateral wall activity seen on delayed images, does not signifi
cantly affect the improved diagnostic accuracy of prone im
aging without a special table.

Our polar maps were constructed from 16 consecutive
short-axis slices beginning with the slice nearest the apex
showing ventricular cavity. We used commercially available
software despite problems with partial volume effect, image
registration, and different cardiac size because this technique
is widely used. Since these errors are systematic, prone, and
supine images are equally affected. The method polar sam
pling devised by Goris et al. (2) is an elegant way to overcome
these limitations and would be a better technique for creating
a normative data base.
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